
 

If you want to safeguard your freedom and make sure that the next generation 

will be able to enjoy the same freedom, the same benefits that you have grown 

accustomed to then you must always handle the truth with respect! 

Re-writing history is a luxury that we cannot afford! But this is precisely what is 

happening today. And it is happening without to many of us even realizing it. 

Re-writing history is always the first sign, the first bad omen of a coming 

oppression which will eventually follow. 

 

 



Since Obama became President in the US he was been busy issuing orders and 

handing out instructions to get history text books re-written ( both in public 

schools as well as in universities) 

The words ‘Muslim’ and ‘Islam’ no longer appear in any of the official references 

made to the terrible 9.11. attack. This act of terrorism according to the ‘re-written 

history’ was simply a terrorist attack and nothing else. The religion of Islam had  

nothing to do with it whatsoeverl. And that despise the video evidence of the 

terrorists themselves who left recorded messages before they crashed the planes 

into the world trade center. They made it explicitly clear why they did what they 

did. Their inspiration for this act of terrorism came from Islam and form nothing 

else. On the fare-well videos to their families they made this very clear! 

The current President of Turkey (one of Obamas good friends) still denies the 

Armenian Genocide. 1 million Armenian Christians were brutally murdered, many 

beheaded by Turkish militants but Turkey to this very day downplays this incident. 

Turkey has not accept this part of their history as an act of genocide.  



School books in Pakistan make no reference to how Muslims slaughtered millions 

of Hindus that had lived in Pakistan before. They only refer to the Islamic invasion 

as ‘Liberation’. Countless millions of Indian Hindus died during this ‘liberation’ 

when Muslims went through India (and what is now Pakistan) killing everything 

and everyone that was in their way. This was probably the greatest blood path in 

human history. Indian history records show that tens of millions died as a result of 

the bloody Muslim invasion and by the sword of Islam. 

There is a move in some European countries today not to mention the Holocaust 

in history lessons anymore (and in history books) because of the offense this may 

cause to the many Muslim students. 

First history gets re-written, after that history get denied altogether.  This is a sign 

of a totalitarian system in the marking. 

This monster is once again raising its ugly head and few are even aware of it. Once 

the majority of people have realized it, the handcuffs will sit on so tight that there 

is no more escape. 

The EU was sold to Europeans on the premise of being a ‘free trade’ zone, a place 

with open borders, easy travel and easy access with new possibilities to buy and 

sell without any restrictions. But it did not take long before the ‘EU’ (the 

Economic Union) became a political union. Now freedom for most Europeans is 

only a farce. National votes at large have become meaningless. The decisions 

which really effect their nations are no longer made by national governments. 

Those decisions are made behind closed doors in Brussels, the new capital of 

Europe. The decisions which really impact 

Europeans today are made by a few unelected 

technocrats who are in charge of Europe today. 

Thus the ‘EU’ has given birth to a new ‘EUSSR’! A 

few make the rules and everyone else has to 

follow, has to shut up and keep quiet. 

At the moment it is only a silent dictatorship but 

soon it will turn into an open dictatorship were a 



few powerful man ( and maybe eventually 1 single powerful leader) will cast their 

evil spell over an entire continent. The tracks are already laid for this and the train 

has long left the station. Things are on the move and it is far too late to change 

the direction now. 

 Freedom is slowly being re-placed with political appeasement as we can already 

see clearly today. 

And those technocrats have even much 

greater plans for Europe. They also want 

to integrate large parts of the Arab world 

into their unworkable coalition of states. 

This is the creation of Eurabia.  Eurabia 

will secure Europe’s oil supply for the 

future and in return provide Europe with 



a labor force of many tens of millions of Muslim migrants from the middle east . 

Many have already flooded into Europe but this may only been the beginning of 

many millions that are yet to follow. Politics of appeasement towards the oil rich 

Arab states has become the norm for many European leaders.  

European industries (many in great distress) desperately need the money of rich 

Arab investors. (Saudi Arabia already owns large part of Mercedes Benz today, as 

well as many other industries in Germany and other parts of Europe)  

Soon very strict laws (which are currently in discussion) will come into effect in 

Europe punishing anyone who dares to make a critical comment about Islam        

(a 3 year jail will become the norm for any critic of Islam in the future) 

In the meanwhile Islam continues to grow and expand right across Europe.  

Islamic leaders in 

Europe know that 

time is on their 

side, that the 

continent will be 

theirs in the 

future.  It is only a 

question of time 

before they will 

have outbred the 

locals who can no 

longer produce 

enough children 

to keep the dying continent alive. Muslim birth rates are far above the birth rates 

of native Europeans. As many of Europe’s large cities turn into large Islamic slums 

and ghettos, Europeans will (and in many places already have ) move away from 

the violent and dangerous zones of their cities and find ‘save zones’. They leave 

their cities to the hordes of new Muslim immigrants instead.  

If you deny the facts of history, history has a very strange way of catching up with 

you.  Little is taught in Europe today about the Islamic invasion of Europe which 



took place only a few hundred years ago. Most Europeans don’t know much 

about how Muslim invaders ( the Turks) killed and burned and blundered  

everything that was in their way. The ugly side of history is no longer politically 

correct in the Europe of today.  But if you don’t face your history and if you don’t 

learn from it, it will eventually catch up with you and it will repeat itself all over 

again. And precisely this is what is starting to take shape in Europe today. 

If you are careless about your own history you will also become careless about 

your future.  A nation’s survival depends on dealing honestly with its past. We are 

living in critical times and carelessness toward the facts of history is something 

that we cannot afford. We must guard the true facts of history just as we would 

guard something that is very precious to us. Repeating the mistakes of history is a 

price that is simply to high to pay..  
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